Dear friends and supporters of Lotus,
the countdown is on for the 2019 Bosch Hockenheim Historic – The Jim
Jim Clark Revival – to take place at Hockenheimring Grand Prix Race
Course April 26th to 28th.
It is with great plesure that we can inform that Lotus Historic Register
Germany in cooperation with Lotus friends Böblingen will be present
at the Bosch Hockenheim Historic – The Jim Clark Revival – with a
dedicated Lotus booth in the paddocks placed on the roof oft the pits.
All friends and supporters of Lotus are invited to join us at the Lotus
booth, we are very much looking forward to welcome everybody.
A very special thank you to Hans Georg Wittig and the Lotus dealer
Merz & Pabst who very kindly are displaying their remarkable Lotus
cars this year.All the best wishes for a safe travel to Hockenheim and
have a nice time at the 2019 Jim Clark Revival.
Best regards
Siegfried Herrmann and Arnim Flechsler

Lotus presentation on the box roof

Lotus display at Bosch Hockenheim Historic – The Jim Clark Revival by Lotus
Historic Register Germany on roof of the pits at the paddocks: a very special
thank you to our Lotus supporter and member Hans Georg Wittig who very
kindly has offered to display his unique Lotus Europe S 2 this year’s Jim Clark
Revival.
Some of you may have watched on n-tv PS Automagazin the detailed documentary presenting the Lotus Europe S 2 of Hans Georg and feel his enthusiasm
and passion when telling good old stories about the car.
For all of you who missed the broadcast her is the link to watch the film
on n-tv Internet:
https://www.tvnow.de/shows/ps-automagazin-2051/2019-03/episode-11-psautomagazin-2019-03-31-08-10-00-1527230

Filming with Hans Georg Wittig on n-tv

On April 27th at 15:00 o‘ clock Hans Georg will be present at the Lotus booth
and he will be pleased to provide more datails insight information on the
documentary and the making of, he is also available to answer any you
may have on the car or on the movie.
Lotus Historic Register Germany actually doese have a huge number of member
and active drivers with cars on the road and so we are planing for a big Lotus
Europe drivers meeting to take place in 2021 near Rottweil/ Baden Württemberg.
This event was moved from 2020 back to 2021 as next year. Lotus Historic
Register Germany together with Lotus friends Böblingen are already organizing
for major Lotus meeting at the Auto und Technik Museum in Sinsheim.
https://sinsheim.technik-museum.de/en/

70th Lotus Anniversary Merchandise Available at the club stand at
the Lotus Historic Register Germany

With a new Customer Experience Centre, Heritage Centre and Museum designed by
architects Feilden+Mawson and submitted for planning, the British marque has outlined
a bold vision for its future at the famous Hethel facility, its home for over 50 years. The
plans were unveiled just ahead of the company’s 70 celebrations in Norfolk, marking
th

the anniversary of the founding of Lotus by engineering genius Colin Chapman.
Combining the creation of brand new facilities and the renovation of some of Hethel’s
historic sections, the scope of the work perfectly reflects the company’s ambitions
going forward. The planning application also includes a spacious, modern new
restaurant catering for all staff and visitors to the Lotus site.

Speaking at the unveiling of the plans, Group Lotus’ chief executive officer, Mr. Feng
Qingfeng said: “The progress of these developments at Hethel demonstrates our
commitment to Lotus and its bright future. Hethel is rightly the centre of the brand and
what better place for customers, aspiring owners and staff to experience our values?
Hethel is, and will always be, the heart of Lotus and our plans are the next step in
readying the site for the next 50 years.”

The future of Hethel
Dynamic and modern in their design, the plans for Hethel are the next chapter in the
story of the famous site. In 1966 Lotus’ founder Colin Chapman reimagined the old
WW2 airbase as the company’s headquarters and manufacturing facility that have
evolved into the Lotus of today, encompassing all aspects of the modern sports car
company.
The new purpose-built Customer Experience Centre will be located alongside the pitlane
of the famous test track to create a focal point at Hethel and afford fantastic views

across the entire site. Showcasing the Lotus brand and its range of vehicles, it will
provide a destination for customers as they develop the specification for, and later
return to take delivery of, their vehicles. With a two-storey display area, the building
will include private vehicle specification salons and delivery areas, as well as
preparation and service facilities.

An impressive Heritage Centre and Museum will also be created, incorporating the
site’s original main office and executive suites. This extensive renovation and
conversion work will provide a modern space, fit to display a wide range of Lotus
vehicles and exhibits. Bringing the original executive suite, including Colin Chapman’s

office, to life, the Heritage Centre and Museum will allow visitors and staff to
experience the history and heritage at the heart of Lotus.
Alongside the Heritage Centre and Museum, a modern new restaurant facility will
extend forward from the existing buildings to create an impressive, and uniform
façade. With views over the garden areas of the site, it will provide hospitality facilities
for a wide range of activities.
The site’s existing clubhouse (the control tower of the former airbase) will be
extensively renovated as part of the plans. Located near the test track, it will

incorporate a new roof terrace and modern facilities for track-based activities and
customer or staff events.
As well as the new buildings, the development of Hethel will see extensive
enhancements and the landscaping of the site, including improvements to access,
parking areas for staff and security.
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